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SUMMARY

Many promoters in eukaryotes have nucleosome-
depleted regions (NDRs) containing transcription
factor binding sites. However, the functional signifi-
cance of NDRs is not well understood. Here, we
examine NDR function in two cell cycle-regulated
promoters, CLN2pr and HOpr, by varying nucleo-
somal coverage of the binding sites of their activator,
Swi4/Swi6 cell-cycle box (SCB)-binding factor (SBF),
and probing the corresponding transcriptional
activity in individual cells with time-lapse micros-
copy. Nucleosome-embedded SCBs do not signifi-
cantly alter peak expression levels. Instead, they
induce bimodal, ‘‘on/off’’ activation in individual cell
cycles, which displays short-term memory, or epige-
netic inheritance, from the mother cycle. In striking
contrast, the same SCBs localized in NDR lead to
highly reliable activation, once in every cell cycle.
We further demonstrate that the high variability in
Cln2p expression induced by the nucleosomal
SCBs reduces cell fitness. Therefore, we propose
that the NDR function in limiting stochasticity in
gene expression promotes the ubiquity and conser-
vation of promoter NDR.

INTRODUCTION

Transcription activation pathways usually start with binding of

activators to their cognate sites in promoters. Transcription

factor binding site (TFBS) localization in nucleosome-depleted

regions (NDRs) is generally believed to be important in

enhancing transcription factor binding and facilitating subse-

quent transcription, based on several lines of evidence. Studies

on many different factors suggested that nucleosomes limit their

TFBS accessibility both in vitro (for review, see Owen-Hughes

and Workman, 1994) and in vivo (Liu et al., 2006; Morohashi

et al., 2007; Sekinger et al., 2005). Well-studied promoters,

such as GAL1-10pr and PHO5pr, have their major TFBS posi-

tioned within constitutive NDRs, regardless of the transcriptional

status of the gene (Lohr, 1997; Svaren and Horz, 1997). Genome-
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wide studies on nucleosome positioning in Saccharomyces

cerevisiae revealed NDR upstream of transcription start sites

(TSSs) in most promoters (Field et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2007;

Mavrich et al., 2008a; Shivaswamy et al., 2008; Whitehouse

et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2005), and promoters in higher organ-

isms are also frequently nucleosome deficient (Mavrich et al.,

2008b; Ozsolak et al., 2007; Schones et al., 2008). Such config-

uration is hardly perturbed by global transcriptional profile

change (Zawadzki et al., 2009). The ubiquity and evolutionary

conservation of NDR indicates its important function.

However, NDR localization of TFBS is not essential for gene

activation. Many factors can bind to nucleosomal TFBS and

form ternary complexes (DNA, nucleosome, and factor) in vitro

(Owen-Hughes and Workman, 1994), which might be promoted

by the spontaneous ‘‘wrapping/unwrapping’’ of nucleosomal

DNA (Li et al., 2005). Gal4p is able to disrupt nucleosomes posi-

tioned over its TFBS in vivo, accompanied with transcriptional

activation (Balasubramanian and Morse, 1999; Morse, 1993;

Xu et al., 1998). Pho4p is shown to occupy its nucleosomal

binding site in the PHO5pr in vivo without nucleosome disas-

sembly (Adkins et al., 2004), and a mutant PHO5pr containing

solely two nucleosome-embedded high-affinity Pho4p binding

sites still allows reasonable PHO5 induction (Lam et al., 2008).

In addition, despite the enrichment of NDR in promoters, many

functional promoters lack NDR (Field et al., 2008; Lee et al.,

2007; Mavrich et al., 2008a; Shivaswamy et al., 2008; White-

house et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2005).

Thus, the functional significance of NDR on transcription

remains to be tested directly and quantitatively (Morse, 2007).

Previous studies have mostly presented bulk experiments,

which were limited to measure average transcription level.

Cell-to-cell variability is now recognized as an important feature

of transcriptional regulation, which could directly influence cell

phenotype (Acar et al., 2005; Avery, 2006; Blake et al., 2006;

Colman-Lerner et al., 2005). The correlation between gene

expression variability and nucleosome localization on promoters

has not yet been subjected to direct experimental tests.

Here, we studied NDR function on two G1/S cell cycle-regu-

lated promoters, CLN2pr and HOpr, which are both activated

by the transcription factor complex Swi4/Swi6 cell-cycle box

(SCB)-binding factor (SBF) with binding site SCB. These

promoters are highly dynamic and only expressed within a brief

time window early in a cell cycle, and thus present a stringent test

system for NDR in quantitative gene expression. Also, the genes
nc.
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Figure 1. Nucleosome Distribution and Expression Profile of WT

CLN2pr

(A) Genomic structure and nucleosome distribution on WT CLN2pr in

asynchronized cells. The plot showed the measured nucleosome occupancy

at different positions on the WT CLN2pr with the inferred locations of nucleo-

somes �1, �2, and �3 (shaded ovals) and NDR. The position 0 in the x axis

is the CLN2pr TSS (chr16, 66788; Cross et al., 1994). The position of SCBs

(red rectangles), TATA box (yellow rectangle), and TSS (arrow) are also shown.

The error bars are the SE from three independent measurements (same for

below).

(B) The maximum occupancy of Nuc�3, NDR, Nuc�2 and Nuc�1 (left to right

panels) in synchronized cells at different cell cycle time points after release

from the a factor block. The CLN2pr activation occurred within the marked

time period (10–50 min after the release, including both mother and daughter

cells; see also Figure S1B).

(C) The construct and the nucleosome distribution of 0mer promoter, where

the NruI-SphI segment containing the SCBs was deleted.

(D) Typical GFP intensity versus time traces in a single cell driven by WT (red) or

0mer promoter (gray). The fluorescence signal was averaged over the cell area,

corrected by subtracting a baseline connecting flanking troughs, and normal-

ized by the average peak intensity per cell cycle of WT CLN2pr (same for the

other figures unless specified). The colored arrows define the cell division

time marked by disappearance of the Myo1 ring.

(E) The histogram of the peak-to-trough difference in the GFP signal per cell

cycle for WT and 0mer promoters.
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driven by these promoters have important physiological

functions: the endogenous gene driven by CLN2pr, G1 cyclin

CLN2, is a key regulator mediating G1/S transition (Start). In
Deve
the absence of a close analog, CLN1, lack of CLN2 leads to

death (unbudded arrest) in �30% of the cell population (Sko-

theim et al., 2008). The HO gene encodes an endonuclease

required for mating-type switching, a critical event in the life

cycle of homothallic yeasts. Therefore, the regulatory properties

of CLN2pr and HOpr have direct physiological implications.

We constructed a series of comparable promoters with SCBs

either nucleosome embedded or exposed in NDR. Across this

series, promoters with nucleosome-embedded SCBs led to

highly variable, ‘‘on/off’’ expression in individual cell cycle, while

comparable promoters with NDR-localized SCBs reliably acti-

vated transcription every cell cycle with low expression noise

(as was observed with the WT CLN2pr). The ‘‘on/off’’ expression

displayed partial inheritance from the previous mother cycle with

a half-life of approximately one cell cycle. We further explored

the molecular mechanism of this bimodal transcription, and

showed that it was related to the lowered accessibility of SBF

to nucleosomal SCBs. Finally, we directly demonstrated that

high variability in CLN2 gene expression induced by nucleo-

some-embedded SCBs led to reduced cell fitness, implying an

evolutionary driving force for the conservation of promoter NDR.

RESULTS

CLN2pr SCBs Are Located in NDR
CLN2 expression depends mainly on the transcription factor

complex SBF (Swi6p-Swi4p), and secondarily on a closely

related complex, MBF (Swi6p-Mbp1p) (Cross et al., 1994; Stuart

and Wittenberg, 1994). The upstream activating sequences

(UAS) in CLN2pr contain three consensus SCBs (Figure 1A),

which are required for efficient CLN2 transcription, and two

potential MBF binding sites (MCBs), which partially overlap the

SCBs (Cross et al., 1994; Stuart and Wittenberg, 1994). SBF is

loaded onto CLN2pr starting in late mitosis (Koch et al., 1996)

without immediately inducing promoter activation, primarily

because of Whi5 inhibition (Costanzo et al., 2004; de Bruin

et al., 2004). At cell cycle Start, Whi5 is inactivated, and

SBF-dependent transcription of CLN2pr is initiated. Later,

CLN2pr is turned off due to SBF unloading from the promoter

(Koch et al., 1996). The effect of chromatin structure on this

cyclical regulatory pathway is unknown.

We mapped nucleosomes on the CLN2pr by MNase assay

and qPCR (Kent and Mellor, 1995; Sekinger et al., 2005). Nucle-

osome occupancy was normalized to nucleosome �1 in

PHO5pr, which was shown to be fully occupied (Jessen et al.,

2006; Sekinger et al., 2005; Svaren and Horz, 1997). CLN2pr

contained three positioned nucleosomes (�1, �2 and �3), and

a �300 bp NDR between nucleosome �2 and �3 (Figure 1A).

The SCBs were located within the NDR, while the TATA box

and TSS were buried inside nucleosome �1. Our data are

consistent with two genome-wide nucleosome maps (see

Figure S1A available online) (Lee et al., 2007; Mavrich et al.,

2008a), which employed different methodologies: immunopurifi-

cation with H3 and H4 antibody and sequencing (Mavrich et al.,

2008a), and hybridization with tiling microarray (Lee et al., 2007).

Agreement between these data provides strong support to our

nucleosome mapping data.

Next, we synchronized cells in G1 by a-factor block, and as-

sayed nucleosome positioning at different times after release.
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Throughout a cell cycle, nucleosome �3 was constantly occu-

pied, and NDR remained nucleosome free. In contrast, occu-

pancy of nucleosomes �1 and �2 dropped upon activation of

CLN2pr (Figure 1B, Figure S1B; consistent with previous

lower-resolution measurements [Hogan et al., 2006]), probably

allowing general transcription machinery to assemble onto the

TATA box. Eviction of nucleosomes �1 and �2 required SBF

binding, since it did not occur upon removal of SCBs

(Figure S1C). After transcription was turned off, nucleosomes

�1 and �2 were gradually reassembled (Figure 1B).
CLN2pr Activation Occurs Reliably Once Every Cell
Cycle
We fused an unstable GFP reporter (Mateus and Avery, 2000) to

the CLN2pr to evaluate its transcriptional activity in individual

cells (Bean et al., 2006; Figure 1C). The promoter fusion only

produces GFP; all strains for transcription analysis contain an

intact, WT CLN2 gene. Myo1-mCherry, which forms a bud

neck ring between bud emergence and cytokinesis, was used

to accurately time cell birth (Di Talia et al., 2007). The time-lapse

method allowed us to probe the average transcription level,

cell-to-cell variability, and activation kinetics, as well as correla-

tions between different generations through cell pedigrees.

GFP driven by CLN2pr exhibited periodic change once per cell

cycle (Bean et al., 2006) (Figure 1D). The histogram of its peak

expression per cell cycle was unimodal (Figure 1E; see Table

S2 for the size of the data set, same as below unless specified),

with a coefficient of variation (mean divided by SD) of 0.27.

Deletion of an �100 bp segment from the CLN2pr containing

all three SCBs and two MCBs (‘‘0mer promoter’’; Figure 1C)

almost eliminated transcription activation (Figures 1D and 1E).

The remaining fluctuation in the fluorescence signal (0.1; normal-

ized by WT CLN2pr level, same as below) mostly came from cell

autofluorescence background (Figure S1D). The two histograms

in Figure 1E were well separated, showing that SCB-dependent

CLN2pr expression occurred reliably in every cell cycle.
CLN2pr Variant with Nucleosomal SCBs Induces
Bimodal, ‘‘On/Off’’ Activation in Individual Cell Cycles
To determine the functional significance of NDR localization of

the CLN2pr SCBs, we engineered three closely spaced SCBs

into the positioned nucleosome �2 in the 0mer promoter with

the endogenous SCBs deleted (‘‘3merNuc promoter’’; Figure 2A).

These synthetic SCBs were generated by mutagenesis with

minimal perturbation to the original sequence (Figure S2A).

MNase mapping confirmed that these SCBs were indeed

covered by nucleosome �2 (Figure 2A; Figure S2B).

The 3merNuc promoter could drive GFP expression at a level

of 0.4, but only in �75% of cell cycles. In the example shown in

Figure 2B (top left panel), the promoter fired at cell cycle 1 and 3,

but ‘‘skipped’’ cycle 2 (image data in Figure S2C). Accordingly,

the expression from this promoter showed a clear bimodal,

2-Gaussian distribution (Figure 2B; Figure S2D). The lower

peak centered at �0.1, identical to the 0mer promoter back-

ground, showing that SBF activation was effectively ‘‘off’’ in

these cycles. The two Gaussian curves intersected at �0.18,

which we used as an empirical threshold to differentiate between

‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ cycles.
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The ‘‘On/Off’’ Pattern Displays Short-Term Memory
from the Previous Mother Cycle
To examine how the ‘‘on/off’’ transcription pattern propagated

as cells divided, we mapped the ‘‘on/off’’ cycles across pedi-

grees (Figure 2C; more examples in Figure S2E), and analyzed

the correlation between adjacent cell generations. Interestingly,

‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ cycles clustered within pedigrees: when a mother

cycle was ‘‘off,’’ both the next mother and daughter cycle had an

above-random probability to be ‘‘off,’’ and conversely for ‘‘on’’

cycles (Figure 2D). For example, ‘‘off’’ cycles have an overall

frequency of �25%, but an ‘‘off’’ mother has two ‘‘off’’ descen-

dants from a previous ‘‘off’’ mother cycle 22 ± 7% of the time,

rather than the random expectation of 6% (p < 2 3 10�3).

To quantify the characteristic time of this generation-to-gener-

ation memory, we measured the ‘‘off’’ probability of sequential

descendants of an individual cell following an initial ‘‘off’’ cycle.

We observed an apparent exponential decay with a half-life of

0.8 ± 0.3 cell cycle (Figure 2E). The transcription pattern was

similarly propagated from mother to mother and from mother

to daughter.

The ‘‘On’’ Cycles of 3merNuc Promoter Had
the Same Activation Kinetics as the WT CLN2pr

We compared activation and repression kinetics between wild-

type cycles and the ‘‘on’’ cycles of the 3merNuc promoter

(Experimental Procedures; Figures S2F and S2G). With WT

CLN2pr, GFP induction occurred at 6.7 ± 0.4 min after cytoki-

nesis in mother cells (N:163) and 22.2 ± 1.0 min in daughter cells

(N:126). In both mother and daughter cells, the WT CLN2pr was

activated for 24.8 ± 0.4 min before repression. The ‘‘on’’ cycles

of the 3merNuc promoter had identical kinetics: the activation

occurred at �6.6 ± 0.4 min (mother cells, N:90) and 23.0 ±

1.5 min (daughter cells, N:60) after cytokinesis, and the activa-

tion period was 23.4 ± 0.5 min. Thus, despite frequent ‘‘off’’

cycles with 3merNuc promoter, the ‘‘on’’ cycles exhibit no

defects in activation and repression kinetics, and only a minor

reduction in magnitude.

CLN2pr Variants with NDR-Localized Synthetic SCBs
Induce Unimodal Activation
To test whether ‘‘on/off’’ transcription was specifically due to

nucleosome positioning, we devised two control promoters

with SCBs in the NDR. In the‘‘3merNDR promoter,’’ the same

synthetic 3mer SCBs were inserted into the NDR of the 0mer

promoter. Nucleosome analysis on this promoter confirmed

that the inserted SCBs were unoccupied by nucleosomes

(Figure 2A; Figure S2B). In the ‘‘3merNuc-polyT’’ promoter, we

introduced a polyT stretch into nucleosome �2 of the 3merNuc

promoter. PolyT antagonizes nucleosome formation (Anderson

and Widom, 2001; Field et al., 2008; Mavrich et al., 2008a;

Yuan et al., 2005), and was shown to increase accessibility of

the Gcn4 binding sites in chromatin in vivo (Iyer and Struhl,

1995). Indeed, nucleosome �2 in the 3merNuc-polyT promoter

relocated upstream, leaving the 3mer SCBs nucleosome free

(Figure 2A; Figure S2B).

These promoters expressed at a level comparable to the ‘‘on’’

cycles of the 3merNuc promoter (0.35 and 0.6 versus 0.4).

However, in striking contrast to 3merNuc promoter, their expres-

sion was unimodal, firing in every cell cycle (Figure 2B).
nc.
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Figure 2. Construct, Nucleosome Distribution, and Expression

Profile of 3merNuc, 3merNDR, and 3merNuc-polyT Promoters
(A) The construct of the three promoters. The sequence of the SCB-containing

region in these promoters is shown with the SCB consensus highlighted in red.

The polyT sequence is shown in magenta. The inferred nucleosome distribu-

tions on these promoters are also shown (see Figure S2B for nucleosome

occupancy data).
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Therefore, NDR localization of the SCBs correlated with high

reliability and unimodality of expression in the CLN2pr variants.

A Complementary Case: HOpr

To check the generality of the observations above, we tested

another SBF-regulated promoter. Genome-wide, SBF binding

was detected with high confidence at 50 promoters (Harbison

et al., 2004), and 49 of these promoters have at least some of

their candidate SCBs situated in NDR (Lee et al., 2007; Experi-

mental Procedures). The one conspicuous exception was the

well-characterized HO promoter, in which�10 SCBs are packed

within a positioned nucleosomal array (Figure 3A).

Efficient SBF binding to HOpr requires prior upstream loading

of Swi5, SWI/SNF, and SAGA, while none of these factors

contribute to the SBF binding on CLN2pr (Cosma et al., 1999).

The reason for this difference was not well understood, and we

speculated that this could be due to nucleosomal localization of

SCBs in the HOpr, but not the CLN2pr. To test this idea, we exam-

ined nucleosome positioning on the �600 bp SCB-containing

region of HOpr (URS2) at different cell cycle stages. For cells

blocked in early M phase by Cdc20 depletion, when Swi5 had

not bound to the HOpr, we detected four positioned nucleo-

somes in this region with high occupancies. The occupancies

were significantly lowered for cells blocked in G1 (Figure 3B)

(this effect was clear but incomplete; this is likely due to the fact

that Swi5 is only active in mother cells due to Ash1 inhibition in

daughters [Cosma et al., 1999], so a two-fold difference is the

maximum to expect). Nucleosome removal was Swi5 dependent

(Figure 3C), suggesting that Swi5 promotes SBF binding to the

HOpr by evicting the URS2 nucleosomes. Interestingly, the

Swi5 binding sites in URS1 of the HOpr are located in NDR

(Figure 3A), which may allow Swi5, the most upstream factor

for HO gene activation, to bind HOpr reliably without assistance

from other factors. A recent publication also reported SWI5-

dependent eviction of URS2 nucleosomes (Takahata et al., 2009).

Hybrid HO/CLN2 Promoters with Different Localization
of SCBs Also Affect Expression Variability
We further pursued the role of NDR localization by constructing

CLN2 and HO hybrid promoters. We inserted three short

SCB-containing segments (each < 120 bp) from HO URS2 into

the 0mer promoter (‘‘HO-S1,’’ ‘‘-S2,’’ ‘‘-S3’’; Figure 4A). Although

these segments were nucleosome bound in the context of the

HO promoter, they were nucleosome free upon transplantation

(Figure 4B; Figure S3A). In contrast, insertion of a �550 bp
(B) The expression profile of GFP driven by 3merNuc, 3merNDR, and

3merNuc-polyT promoters. Left panel shows a typical single-cell GFP inten-

sity-versus-time trace driven by each promoter, with the arrows representing

the cell division time. Right panel was the corresponding histogram of the

peak-to-trough difference in the GFP signal per cell cycle.

(C) One example of the 3merNuc cell pedigree with mapped ‘‘on’’ (+) and ‘‘off’’

(�) cycles.

(D) The measured fractions of different transcription profiles following an ‘‘off’’

mother cycle, and comparison with random probabilities.

(E) Propagation of the ‘‘off’’ cycle between different cell generations for

3merNuc promoter (i.e., given one ‘‘off’’ cycle, the probability of the ‘‘off’’ cycle

in the subsequent cell cycles in both mother and daughter). The horizontal line

represents the ‘‘baseline’’ of average ‘‘off’’ cycle probability. The error bars in

(D) and (E) are the SE of the measured probability given the limited sample size.
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Figure 3. Genomic Structure and Nucleosome Distribution on WT

HOpr

(A) Genomic structure of the WT HOpr. The locations of URS1, URS2, Swi5

binding sites (green rectangle), SCBs (red rectangles), and TSS (arrow) are

shown in the diagram. We measured nucleosome distribution over a �600 bp

segment in URS2 (Figure 3B), and the rest was obtained from global nucleo-

some positioning data (Lee et al., 2007).

(B) Nucleosome distribution on the WT HOpr in the WT strain synchronized

in G1 (black) and M (gray) phases. The x axis represents the HOpr position rela-

tive to its TSS (chr4, 48081) (Nagalakshmi et al., 2008). There was a significant

decrease in nucleosome occupancy in the G1 phase. The exact locations of

the SCB binding sites (relative to the TSS) are also shown in the plot.

(C) Nucleosome distribution on the WT HOpr in swi5� strain synchronized in

G1 (black) and M (gray) phases. There was no significant difference in nucleo-

some occupancy in the two cell cycle points.
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segment of HO URS2 (including S1, S2, S3) into the same site

in the 0mer promoter (‘‘HO-L’’) yielded largely nucleosome-

covered SCBs, although the nucleosomes seemed to be less-

well positioned than in the WT HOpr (Figures 4A and 4B; Fig-

ure S3A). Thus, this set of promoters allowed comparison of

HO SCBs transplanted to the same site in the CLN2pr, either in

NDR or nucleosome bound.

The HO-S1, -S2, and -S3 promoters all generated a low

(�0.25) but unimodal expression every cell cycle (Figure 4C;

Figure S3B). In contrast, the HO-L promoter induced highly

variable expression. The histogram for the HO-L promoter

expression showed mostly ‘‘off’’ cycles, with a long tail (�8%)

of ‘‘on’’ cycles (Figure 4C) and an overall average of �0.14.

Note that HO-L promoter contains all the SBF binding sites in

HO-S1, -S2, and -S3, but has lower and more variable expres-

sion. This initially counterintuitive observation could be well ex-

plained by different nucleosome positioning on these promoters.

As was observed with the 3merNuc promoter, the ‘‘on/off’’

cycles on the HO-L promoter exhibited memory across genera-
548 Developmental Cell 18, 544–555, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier I
tions (Figure 4D). Interestingly, the memory half-life (0.7 ± 0.2

cycle to mother and 0.5 ± 0.1 cycle to daughter; Figure 4D)

was similar to that of the 3merNuc promoter, despite large

differences in average expression level and ‘‘on’’ frequency.

Also similar to the 3merNuc promoter, the ‘‘on’’ cycle of the

HO-L promoter had the same activation kinetics as the WT

CLN2pr: the activation time after cytokinesis was 7.6 ± 1.0 min

in mother (N:15) and 21.3 ± 3.0 min in daughter (N:11), and the

activation period was 23.8 ± 1.0 min.

To make sure the ‘‘on/off’’ transcription pattern was not

specific to the CLN2 locus, we constructed a hybrid HOpr/

CLN2pr at the HO locus. This ‘‘HO-CLN2pr’’ contained the

CLN2pr TATA box and TSS (Figure 4B), allowing a direct

comparison to CLN2pr variants. Endogenous Swi5-dependent

HO regulation would create an NDR over the SCBs in mothers,

and Ash1 inhibition of Swi5 would leave the SCBs nucleosome

bound in daughters. Therefore on HO-CLN2pr, the NDR localiza-

tion of SCBs was manipulated by altering trans factors rather

than by cis mutation of the sequence. This promoter was fully

activated in every mother cell cycle, while daughter cells

exhibited bimodal expression, with �40% of ‘‘on’’ cycles

(Figure 4C, lower right panel). In a swi5� background, the

HO-CLN2pr became bimodal in both mother and daughter cells,

firing in 41% of all cell cycles (Figure 4C, upper right panel). In

summary, across all the promoters that we examined, uniform

versus bimodal expression correlated with NDR versus nucleo-

somal localization of SCBs, strongly supporting the notion that

nucleosomal localization causes variable expression.

Bimodal Expression Is Unlikely due to Nucleosome
Partial Occupancy
We next probed the mechanism for the ‘‘on/off’’ transcription.

The simplest explanation for bimodal expression from promoters

with nucleosomal SCBs is that the nucleosome(s) covering SCBs

is only present in some cell cycles. For instance, 25% occupancy

of the nucleosome �2 in the 3merNuc promoter could account

for a 75% ‘‘on’’ cycle probability. However, inconsistent with

this idea, in early G1 before SBF activation, we found that nucle-

osome�2 was fully occupied (Figure 5A). This suggests that SBF

could gain access to nucleosomal SCBs, at least in some cell

cycles. Subsequent transcriptional activation of the 3merNuc

promoter was associated with eviction of nucleosome �2,

similar to the WT and 3merNDR promoters (Figure 5A), which

could explain why the ‘‘on’’ cycle has comparable activation

level as that from promoter with NDR-localized SCBs.

H2A.Z Is Not Responsible for Bimodal Expression
A histone variant, H2A.Z, is thought to reduce nucleosome

stability and promote more rapid activation for some genes

(Abbott et al., 2001; Santisteban et al., 2000; Suto et al., 2000).

H2A.Z is preferentially distributed in promoter regions flanking

NDR, including the CLN2pr nucleosome �2 (Albert et al., 2007;

Jin et al., 2009). In addition, H2A.Z is required for epigenetic

memory of transcription for some yeast genes (Brickner et al.,

2007). It is thus possible that a H2A/H2A.Z mixed population in

nucleosome �2 is responsible for the bimodal expression of

3merNuc promoter.

Deletion of the H2A.Z-encoding gene HTZ1 did not affect the

nucleosome distribution on the WT CLN2pr, or on the 3merNuc
nc.
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Figure 4. Construct and Expression Profile of HOpr Variants

(A) The construct of HO-S1,2,3 and HO-L promoters. These promoters were

constructed by inserting HO URS2 (or part of it) into the SphI site in the

0mer promoter, and integrated into the CLN2 locus. The range of the HOpr

inserts is shown on the side (relative to the HO TSS).

(B) The composition and nucleosome distribution on the HO-S1,2,3, HO-L, and

HO-CLN2 promoters (see Figure S3A for nucleosome occupancy data). Ds,

downstream; Us, upstream. The short vertical bars represent SphI sites, and

the arrows are the TSS.

(C) The expression profile of GFP driven by HO-S1, HO-L (left panels) and

HO-CLN2pr in WT and swi5� strain background (right panels). The inset in

the HO-L panel is the enlarged version of the HO-L histogram with high expres-

sion level. Note this long ‘‘tail’’ did not exist in the histogram of 0mer promoter

expression (Figure 1E). In the HO-CLN2pr WT strain panel, the solid bars

represent daughters and the hatched bars represent mothers. HO-CLN2pr

3merNuc-polyT

A B

C D

E F

Figure 5. Mechanism of ‘‘On/Off’’ Activation

(A) Nucleosome �2 occupancy as a function of time in synchronized cell

populations on both 3merNuc and 3merNDR promoters. Note that, at time

0 (before SBF activation), nucleosome �2 had �100% occupancy in both

promoters.

(B) The expression profile of 3merNuc promoter in the WT (gray) versus the

htz1� strain (dark yellow). The two profiles are essentially identical.

(C and D) The expression profile for the 3merNuc (C) and 3merNuc-PolyT (D)

promoters in the CY337 (WT)/CY407 (snf2�) background. 3merNuc promoter

still activates in an ‘‘on/off’’ fashion in the absence of SWI/SNF, but the

probability of an ‘‘on’’ cycle decreases. In contrast, the expression of

3merNuc-PolyT promoter is not significantly affected.

(E) The expression profile of 3merNuc promoter in the WT (1X SWI4) (gray)

versus the 4X SWI4 strain (red). Note the increase of the ‘‘on’’ cycle probability

in the 4X SWI4 strain.

(F) The ‘‘on’’ cycle probability for 3merNuc, HO-CLN2, and HO-L promoters in

the WT, 4X SWI4, and sin3� strains. The error bars in are the SE of the

measured probability given the limited sample size.
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promoter (Figure S4A). Consistent with previous results (Dhillon

et al., 2006), SBF activation and repression was mildly slower

in the htz1� strain. However, it is not clear whether this is a

specific effect, since the strain in general grows more slowly

than WT.

Importantly, HTZ1 deletion had no effect on the expression

profile of 3merNuc promoter: it was still bimodal, and the
also shows ‘‘on/off’’ expression in WT daughter cells and both mother/

daughter cells in the swi5� strain (see main text for details).

(D) One example of the HO-L cell pedigree with mapped ‘‘on’’ (+) and ‘‘off’’ (�)

cycles (left panel). The right panel shows the propagation of the ‘‘on’’ cycle

between different cell generations for HO-L promoter from mother to mother

(blue) and mother to daughter (red). The analysis is identical to that in

Figure 2E. The error bars in are the SE of the measured probability given the

limited sample size.
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Figure 6. Biological Consequence Induced by 3merNuc-CLN2

Versus 3merNDR-CLN2

(A) The average TG1 (time from cell division to budding) and its coefficient of

variation (CV) for both mother (red) and daughter cells (blue) in cln1� strains

with either 3merNuc and 3merNDR promoters driving CLN2 expression.

(B) The fraction of 3merNDR-CLN2 strain in a growth competition assay with

3merNuc-CLN2 strain. The 3merNDR-CLN2 strain gradually outcompeted

the 3merNuc-CLN2 strain in D+103 Met media (red), but not in D-Met where

Met3pr-CLN2 was expressed. The error bar represents the SE of two repeated

growth competition assays.
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maximum expression level per cell cycle remained essentially

the same (Figure 5B). The memory of the ‘‘on/off’’ profile was

not affected in the htz1� strain either (data not shown).
SWI/SNF Is Not Strictly Required for, but Contributes to,
the Activation of 3merNuc Promoter
The activation of WT CLN2pr is not SWI/SNF dependent (data

not shown). However, nucleosomal SCBs could have elevated

dependence on SWI/SNF, as has been demonstrated for Gal4

binding sites (Burns and Peterson, 1997). SWI/SNF was also

implicated in memory of gene activation (Kundu et al., 2007).

To test whether stochastic recruitment of SWI/SNF leads to

the ‘‘on/off’’ activation, we carried out the time-lapse analysis

of the 3merNuc and 3merNuc-polyT promoters driving unstable

GFP in the snf2� background (CY407).

Similar to the WT CLN2pr, the activation of 3merNuc-PolyT

promoter is not significantly affected by the absence of

SWI/SNF (Figure 5D). GFP expression from 3merNuc promoter

could also be detected in a small subset of cell cycles in the

snf2� strain (Figure 5C). Therefore, SWI/SNF is not strictly

required for its activation. However, the probability of ‘‘on’’ cycle

decreases significantly in the snf2� background (�30%,

compared with �65% in the WT CY337 background), indicating

that SWI/SNF may contribute to the activation of the 3merNuc

promoter, probably by destabilizing/evicting nucleosome �2.
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‘‘On’’ Cycle Probability Is Increased with Elevated
SBF Concentration and Histone Acetylation Level
To investigate whether the ‘‘on/off’’ transcription could be

rescued by high SBF concentration, we increased SBF level by

integrating three extra copies of SWI4 (likely to be the limiting

factor in the SBF complex [Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003]). The

increased Swi4 had little effect on the expression profile of WT

promoter, suggesting that Swi4 may be saturating for WT. It

also had no effect on the 0mer promoter, as expected, since

this promoter lacks Swi4 binding sites. Interestingly, extra copies

of SWI4 increased the ‘‘on’’ cycle probability of all the ‘‘on/off’’

promoters (Figures 5E and 5F; Figure S4B). Reversely, when

we reduced the SBF/MBF concentration by constructing diploid

strain with single copy of SWI4/MBP1 gene (JB22d), the ‘‘on’’

probability of the 3merNuc promoter was reduced compared

to that from a diploid strain with two copies of SWI4/MBP1

(JB14d) (Figure S4C).

Histone acetylation is thought to weaken the interaction

between neighboring nucleosomes and help recruit/stabilize

SWI/SNF on target nucleosomes, and therefore may allow

more accessibility of buried TFBS (for review, see Hansen,

2002). Previous bulk experiments have shown that deletion of

histone deacetylase Sin3p increased HO expression in the

absence of Swi5 and Gcn5 (Krebs et al., 1999; Mitra et al.,

2006). Interestingly, our single-cell assay revealed that the

average expression level in the ‘‘on’’ cycles of HO-CLN2 (in

swi5� strain) and HO-L promoters was similar with or without

Sin3p (both�0.5–0.6), but the ‘‘on’’ probability were significantly

increased by sin3� deletion (Figure 5D; Figure S4D). In contrast,

this deletion did not affect the expression of 3merNuc promoter

(probably not a Sin3p target [Figure S4D]). Therefore, the

increase of ‘‘on’’ cycle probability in the sin3� strain was not

a global effect, but likely correlated with local changes in acety-

lation levels. These results indicate that the ‘‘on/off’’ transcription

is related to the lowered accessibility of SBF to nucleosomal

SCBs.

Biological Consequences of NDR
To determine if increased transcriptional noise due to nucleo-

somal localization of SCBs has functional consequences, we

fused the 3merNuc and 3merNDR promoters to CLN2 coding

sequence instead of to GFP, and placed them in a background

where both WT CLN1 and CLN2 were deleted (cln1�, MET3pr-

CLN2, cln2�::3merNuc/3merNDR-CLN2). These two promoters

are directly comparable, because they have similar structure

and almost identical average transcription level (0.32 ± 0.01

versus 0.35 ± 0.01), but the 3merNuc promoter is much more

variable (Figure 2B). When growing in D+103 Met media, where

the MET3pr-CLN2 is repressed, the G1 time (from cell division to

budding) was longer and more variable in the 3merNuc-CLN2

strain than the 3merNDR-CLN2 strain for both mother and

daughter cells (Figure 6A). Qualitatively similar effects could be

detected even in the presence of CLN1 (data not shown).

The prolonged and more variable G1 period in the 3merNuc-

CLN2 strain could potentially serve as a driving force favoring

low variability in the Cln2p expression. To test this idea, we

carried out a growth competition assay (Experimental Proce-

dures) where the two strains above were grown together

and the composition of the culture were monitored over 30
nc.
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generations. The 3merNDR-CLN2 strain successfully out-

competed the 3merNuc-CLN2 strain (Figure 6B). This effect

was specifically due to defects in CLN2 expression, since no

competitive advantage was observed when the ectopic

MET3-CLN2 was also expressed (Figure 6B). This is a direct

demonstration that low variability of house-keeping gene driven

by NDR-localized TFBSs increases cell fitness.

DISCUSSION

NDR Localization of TFBS Reduces Gene Expression
Variability
Conflicting results have been obtained with respect to the effect

of nucleosome positioning on transcription in vivo. The abun-

dance of NDR-localized TFBSs genome wide suggests that an

‘‘open’’ chromatin domain is important for activators to gain

access; on the other hand, nucleosome-embedded binding sites

still allow efficient transcription factor binding and activation.

Based on genome-wide correlation between transcription

noise and nucleosome occupancy, a hypothesis was proposed

that promoter chromatin structure could affect variability in

gene expression (Choi and Kim, 2009; Field et al., 2008; Tirosh

and Barkai, 2008). This intriguing hypothesis still required direct

experimental testing, for several reasons. First, correlation does

not demonstrate causality; low expression variability and NDR

could both be consequences of other structural or regulatory

features, so that NDR could correlate with but not directly cause

low expression variability. The correlations display a substantial

P-value because of the sample size, yet the information

conveyed for any particular gene is low. Second, the noise data-

set used in those studies was from snapshots of GFP-tagged

strain in asynchronous culture (Newman et al., 2006), and there-

fore does not apply to cell-cycle regulated genes. For instance,

WT CLN2pr would be scored as highly variable in this dataset,

but the actual expression noise is low once cell cycle timing is

taken into account (see above). Third, two of these papers

(Choi and Kim, 2009; Tirosh and Barkai, 2008) analyzed the

nucleosome occupancy relative to transcription and translation

start sites, which lowers sensitivity for detecting specific effects

of TFBS localization.

Here, through direct experimental manipulation of nucleo-

somal occupancy over TFBS in individual promoters, we demon-

strate a key role of NDR in suppressing transcriptional variability.

On both CLN2 and HO promoter variants, we found that SBF

activation could still occur even with nucleosome-embedded

SCBs. However, this activation is highly variable, firing only in

a subset of cell cycles. Such an ‘‘on/off’’ transcription profile

was not observed for any WT cell cycle-regulated promoter so

far assayed at the single-cell level (Skotheim et al., 2008),

suggesting a strong evolutionary pressure for suppressing

such variable expression, at least partially through NDR localiza-

tion of TFBS (see below).

Some origins of DNA replication only fire in some cell cycles,

and there is evidence that origin efficiency correlates with its

nucleosome density (Field et al., 2008; Gerbi and Bielinsky,

2002). These results are potentially related to our observations.

However, the high density of replication origins on chromosomes

means that failure of initiation from a given origin has relatively

minor consequence of passive replication from adjacent
Deve
origins—replication will not fail altogether. In contrast, failure to

express a gene is more problematic; in particular, failure to

express an unstable protein, such as many cell cycle regulators,

is not correctable within a cell cycle. This could be why NDRs

have been efficiently selected on promoters, but not replication

origins.

The Mechanism of the ‘‘On/Off’’ Cell Cycles
and Its Memory
The lowered accessibility of the nucleosomal SCBs could lead to

‘‘on/off’’ expression through two, nonexclusive mechanisms: 1)

Nucleosomal SCBs could stochastically delay activation onset,

resulting in sporadic ‘‘skips’’ of a transient pulse of SBF activity;

2) there could be structural heterogeneity in the structure of

promoters with nucleosomal SCBs, resulting in different acces-

sibility in different cell cycles. Evidence so far excluded the

heterogeneity in nucleosome occupancy and H2A.Z, but there

are other possibilities, such as variation in SBF concentration,

variation in factors bound to the promoter, and heterogeneity

in nucleosome positioning and/or modifications. We can divide

these variations into the ‘‘intrinsic’’ component, such as the

heterogeneity in local chromatin structure, and the ‘‘extrinsic’’

component, such as the variation in SBF concentration (Elowitz

et al., 2002; Raser and O’Shea, 2005). These two components

can be differentiated by using multiple copies of the same

promoter driving different fluorescence reporters in the same

cell (Elowitz et al., 2002), which will be an interesting direction

to pursue in the future. Some of these variations likely occur at

the WT CLN2pr as well, but NDR localization of SCBs renders

the promoter robust to these environmental noises.

We also observed partial inheritance of ‘‘on/off’’ transcription.

Heritable chromatin structure/nuclear localization can provide

memory in several systems, such as telomeric transcriptional

silencing (Laurenson and Rine, 1992; Xu et al., 2006) and rapid

reactivation of GAL1-10 (Brickner et al., 2007; Kundu et al.,

2007). If the ‘‘memory’’ that we observed is also related to local

chromatin/nuclear structure, our results would reflect how these

structures are inherited across generations in a single cell during

continuous growth, a property hard to measure directly. The

roughly one cell cycle half-life of memory in our system is consis-

tent with the idea that, at division, the prior transcription pattern

is ‘‘remembered’’ in one of the descendants, while the pattern in

the other one is randomly acquired. Further experiments are

required to test such a model.

NDR Mechanism
Although the mechanism of generating and maintaining NDR is

not the focus of our work, some of our observations are relevant

to this question. First, SBF is neither necessary nor sufficient for

generating NDR. During a cell cycle, the NDR on CLN2pr is

constitutive, even though SBF binding and transcriptional activa-

tion only occur for a short period of time. In a swi4 mbp1 double

deletion strain, where there is no SBF or MBF to bind the sites,

and CLN2pr activation is completely abolished (Koch et al.,

1993), the CLN2pr NDR remains intact (unpublished data). These

observations are consistent with other controllable promoters,

such as GAL1-10 and PHO5, which contain constitutive NDRs

irrespective of the transcriptional status of the gene (Lohr, 1997;

Svaren and Horz, 1997). Conversely,�10 copies of SCBs are not
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sufficient to evict the nucleosome on HOpr URS2, even when this

sequence is transplanted to the NDR region of the CLN2pr.

Second, although H2A.Z is enriched in nucleosome �2 of

CLN2pr (Albert et al., 2007), its deletion has no effect on the

nucleosome distribution on the promoter. This is consistent

with a recent finding (Hartley and Madhani, 2009) that H2A.Z

disposition is dispensable for NDR formation. Third, NDR is

resistant to short-sequence deletion/insertion (0mer, 3merNDR,

and HO-S1,2,3 promoter), but not long-sequence insertion (HO-

L promoter). This result suggests that the factors responsible for

NDR formation have local effects on nucleosome positioning,

and are not able to compete with nucleosome-positioning

sequences that are longer than the nucleosome repeat length.

Direct Evidence that Those NDR-Localized TFBSs Could
Be Selected Through Evolution
NDRs are, in general, energetically unfavorable due to the high

affinity between histone and DNA (Thastrom et al., 2004). Indeed,

we have found that the NDR sequence of CLN2 efficiently forms

nucleosomes in vitro by salt dialysis, indicating extra energy is

required for nucleosome depletion (unpublished data). Never-

theless, many natural promoters contain NDRs, suggesting an

important biological function.

We demonstrate that NDR localization of TFBSs limits tran-

scriptional noise, and we tested the biological consequences

of NDR- or nucleosomal-localized SCB sites driving Cln2

expression. Cln2 is responsible for transcriptional positive feed-

back that ensures the sharp activation of SBF at Start, which is

important for coherent expression of the G1/S regulon (Skotheim

et al., 2008), and therefore unreliable CLN2 expression is likely to

be detrimental. Indeed, 3merNuc-Cln2 strain showed reduced

cell fitness. This argument could likely be extended to other

SBF-regulated genes (as noted above, 49/50 SBF-bound

promoter contain NDR-localized SCBs). Although high expres-

sion variability in stress-response genes was indicated to be

beneficial for the cell fitness (e.g., Blake et al., 2006), noisy

expression of most genes, especially house-keeping genes,

such as CLN2, is likely to be harmful and therefore minimized

by natural selection (Fraser et al., 2004). Especially in higher

multicellular organisms, the development and patterning relies

on the coordination of the expression of many genes over

multiple cells. Many of these genes are under control of a compli-

cated regulation network, where gene expression noise tends to

propagate and amplify. The robustness of gene regulation in

these organisms indicates highly evolved mechanisms to

suppress noise. Since NDR reduces gene expression noise,

these results provide an explanation for the abundance and

conservation of NDR.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Strains and Plasmids

Standard methods were used to construct the strains and plasmids. All strains

are W303-congenic. To introduce CLN2pr variation, we started from plasmid

pLB02 (containing WT CLN2pr-GFP-CLN2pest with CaURA3 marker),

mutated the WT CLN2pr as desired, digested at the BbsI site in the WT/mutant

CLN2pr, and integrated into the strain GC46-03 (MATa, MY01::MY01-

mCherry-SpHIS5, ADE2) at the CLN2 locus. The 0mer promoter is constructed

by deletion of the NruI-SphI segment from WT CLN2pr (Figure 1C). 3merNuc,

3merNDR, and 3merNuc-polyT promoters are all mutations from the 0mer
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promoter, and each only differs by a few bases; detailed methods of their

construction are shown in Figure S2A. For the hybrid promoters of HO and

CLN2, we inserted the HO URS2 (from �841 to �307 of HOpr relative to its

TSS) into the SphI site in the 0mer promoter (Figure 4A), and integrate the

plasmid either into the CLN2 locus to form HO-L promoter, or into the HO locus

to form HO-CLN2pr. The change in integration site is achieved by digesting the

plasmid, either in the CLN2pr region upstream the SphI site (at the BbsI site), or

inside the HO URS2 insert (at the AflII site). For the HO-S1,2,3 promoters, we

inserted short segments from HO URS2 (see Figure 4A for the range of the

segments) into the SphI site in the 0mer promoter, and integrated into the

CLN2 locus.

For nucleosome analysis, the ura� ‘‘popout’’ strain containing the varied

CLN2pr was selected on FOA plates so that the WT CLN2pr was eliminated.

This step is to keep the CLN2pr sequence as a single copy in the strain to avoid

complication for the subsequent PCR analysis. sin3�::KanMx strain was

obtained by one-step gene replacement. Extra copies of SWI4 were intro-

duced by integrating multiple pRS404-SWI4 (derived from pTOW-SWI4;

Moriya et al., 2006) into W303a, and crossing with strains containing CLN2pr

variants driving GFP. The SWI4 copy number was estimated by qPCR. See

Table S1 for the complete strain list.

Nucleosome Mapping

For the MNase assay, we used the protocol described by Kent and Mellor

(1995). In brief, we first grew cells in a volume of 10 ml to an optical density

(OD) of �0.15, harvested the cell, and washed in 0.5 ml water. Then we resus-

pended the cells in 0.5 ml of sphaeroplasting solution (1 M sorbitol, 0.5 mM

2-mercaptoethanol, 0.18 mg/ml zymolyase), incubated at room temperature

for �5 min with gentle stir. We harvested the cell, washed it in 1 ml of 1 M

sorbitol, then resuspended the pellet in 200 ml of digestion buffer (1 M sorbitol,

50 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris-Cl [pH 7.4], 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM 2-mer-

captoethanol, 0.5 mM spermidine, 0.075% NP-40, micrococcal nuclease with

a final concentration 1–10 U/ml) for �8 min at 37�C. After terminating the

MNase digestion by adding 20 ml quench buffer (250 mM EDTA, 5% SDS),

we extracted the DNA with phenol/chloroform, and proceeded with the

qPCR analysis with stacking PCR primer pairs as described by Sekinger

et al. (2005). The PCR products were all �100 bp in length, and the distances

between adjacent primers were typically 30–50 bp. We used the nucleosome

�1 on the PHO5pr as the standard to scale the occupancy from 0 to 1

(Sekinger et al., 2005).

Error Bars

The error bars on all figures and supplementary figures represent the SE in the

measurements. For nucleosome occupancy, the error bars represent the SE

from three independent measurements. For the fluorescence measurements,

see Table S2 for the size of the data set.

Time-Lapse Fluorescence Microscopy and Data Analysis

Sample preparation for the time-lapse assay was performed as previously

described (Bean et al., 2006; Charvin et al., 2008). The instrumentation of

the time-lapse microscopy and the Matlab software for data acquisition and

analysis have been described by Charvin et al. (2008). Images were acquired

every 4 min for �8 hr. Within this period, the majority of the cells remained in

focus (we did not analyze the cells if they were out of focus). Occasionally,

we observed cells arrested in mitosis due to photo damage (<5% of the whole

population), and these cells were discarded in the analysis. The GFP intensity

versus time curves, as shown in Figure 1D, were smoothed, then corrected

by subtracting a baseline connecting flanking troughs, and finally normalized

by the average peak GFP intensity of WT CLN2pr.

Analysis of Activation Kinetics

We set up a simplified model in which, during one cell cycle from t = 0 to T

(division to division time), SBF activation occurred within ton to toff. In this

window, GFP protein was produced at a constant rate, kp, and meanwhile

degraded at a rate, KD. Outside the window, the GFP concentration simply

decayed exponentially at the rate KD. To observe GFP fluorescence signal,

the GFP must fold first, which is assumed to be a first-order process with

folding rate kf (Charvin et al., 2008):
nc.



�
GFP

�
= { 0 0<t<ton

kp

kd

½1� expð � kd$ðt � tonÞÞ� �
kp

kd + kf

½1� expð � ðkd + kfÞ$ðt � tonÞÞ� ton<t<toff

C1$expð � kd$ðt � toffÞÞ � C2$expð � ðkd + kfÞ$ðt � toffÞÞ toff<t<T

;
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in which

C1 = kP

kd
½1� expð�kd$ðtoff � tonÞÞ

�
;C2 = kP

kd + kf
½1� expð�ðkd + kfÞ$ðtoff � tonÞÞ�.

We used the function above to fit the experimental data of GFP intensity

versus time during each single cell cycle (from cell division to division). We

assumed the kf = 0.1 min�1, and the fitted parameters were ton, toff, kp, and

KD. For examples of fitted curves and fitted parameters, see Figures S2F–S2H.

Nucleosome Positioning at SBF Binding Sites in Genome-Wide Scale

Based on the global nucleosome distribution data (Lee et al., 2007), NDRs

were recognized with the following steps: 1) we picked out regions where

nucleosome density was lower than�0.6 (log scale); 2) to account for the fluc-

tuations in the density measurement, the neighboring low-density regions

were lumped together if the distance between them was smaller than 80 bp;

and 3) the low-density region was considered as an NDR if its length was

longer than 80 bp. Then, for each of the �100 SBF binding sites detected

with the highest confidence (distributed on 50 promoters) (Harbison et al.,

2004), we examined whether they fall into an NDR.

Growth Competition Assay

First, individual strains were grown to saturation in D-MET medium. We then

mixed approximately equal numbers of cells from both strains into 5 ml of

D-MET or D+103 MET media to a final OD �0.1. After OD reaches 0.8 (three

generations), we harvested most of the culture, stored it in 4�C, and diluted the

remaining cells into the same 5 ml medium to an OD of �0.1 and let it grow to

an OD of �0.8 again. After 30 generations, we extracted the gDNA from the

cultures collected at different time points, and analyzed the culture composi-

tion with rtPCR with PCR primer pairs specific to each strain.
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